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The entirety of all measures for the protection of traveling employees is mapped within the framework of Travel Security.
This is because the employer's general duty of care, as stipulated by law in the Duty-of-Care, also includes the protection of
staff on business trips. The Travel Security e-learning channel offers a needs-oriented training program that covers specific
security measures before, during and after a trip - to ensure that your employees travel abroad as safely as possible. 

Contact us - we will be happy to provide you with a free
demo access and support you with the implementation.

The preparation for a safe business trip 

Introduction to travel safety

Travel preparation
according to your needs

Travel safety for women

Behavior during an abduction

Business trips during Corona

Behavior in risk and extreme situations

Expat Security

These e-learning courses are included in the Travel Security Channel:

www.security-island.com/travel-security

Participating Sustainable learning CustomizingHTML5 & SCORM

Use our courses in your existing
LMS or book the mybreev Online
Academy. On Premise or in the
Cloud, you can easily train your
employees and always keep an
eye on the learning success on

the dashboard.

The e-learning courses are
psychologically oriented

towards sustainable learning.
The short learning units make it

easier to remember the
contents and to retrieve them in

everyday business life.

Do you also need a statement
from your management, the

illustration of a specific process
or other individual content? We
individualise the course both in

terms of content and design
according to your specifications.

Take it into your own hands -
with the help of realistic case

studies and quizzes, your
employees will actively

participate in the E-Learning
course. This is how every topic is

made tangible!


